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c-CONTINUOUS. FUNCTIONS AND COCOMPACTTOPOLOGIES 

By David B. Gauld 
r 

1. Introduction 

1n [2J there is introduced the notion of a c-continuous function. The function 

I:X-• Y is c-continuous if whenever UCY is an open set with compact comple

ment, f- 1
(U) isopen.As noted in [lJ , f: X-• Y is c-continuous if and only 

if the same function is continuous after we . retopologise Y with the topology 

having as abasis 

{UCY/ U is open and Y -U iscompact}. 

1n this note, ￦e study the operator which changes the topology in this way, 
and show that many of the properties described in [2J and. [3J fit into a broader 

context. 

It would seem that the greatest use for c-continuous functions may be theorems 

of the sort “ c-continuous=ìcontinuous" since we have the obvious characterisation 
-1 

that f: X-• Y is c-continuous iff f '(C) is closed whenever C is a closed com-

pact subset of Y. Thus in the presence of a “c-continuous=ìcontinuous" theorem, 

we need only apply the “ inverse image of a closed set is closed" criterion to 

compacta to deduce continuity of a function. 

Below we show that theorems of the sort “ c-continuous=ìcontinuous" in which 

there are no restrictions on the domain are usually corollaries of theorems 

involving a retopologising of the range. 

2. The cocompactness operator 

Let 7: be a topology on a set X. Define c(7:), the cocompact topology, on X by 

c(7:) = {Ø} U {oε7:/ X -0 is compact in 7:}. 

1t is easi1y verified that c(7:) is a topology on X. 

The basic relation between the cocompactness operator and c-continuous func

tions is the following, which is theorem 1 of [lJ. 

THEOREM 1. f: X-• (y, 7:) Z"S c-con tz" nμous 11 and onl y 11 

f:X-• (y, c(7:)) z"s continuous. 

In this theorem, the topology on X remains unchanged so is unspecified. 
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THEOREM 2. Cocompact topologies are compact. 

PROOF. Let 7: be a topology on X and let uCc(7:) be a cover of X. Choose 
ρεa with O;6:ø. Then X -0 is compact in 7:, so finitely. many members of σ 

‘cover X - O. Hence finitely many members of u cover X; thus c( 7:) is compact. 

COROLLARY 3. Let 7: be a topology. Then c(7:) =7: if and only if 7: is a compact 

,topology. 

PROOF. One implication follows from theorem 2 and the other is trivial. 

The basic properties of c-continuous functions described in ~ 2 of [2] are 

immediate consequences of theorem 1 and the corresponding properties of con
tinuous functions. The existence of example 3 of [2] should not be surprising. 

A number of theorems involving c-continuity, particularly in [3] , involve an 

interplay between the cocompactness operator and a space-constructing process. 

’This process might be restriction (considered in ~ 3), the taking of a product 

(considered in ~ 4) or the taking of a quotient (considered in ~ 5). We find 

that there is a metatheorem which tells us that if P is the process and cP(7:) 

，ζPC(7:)， then c-continuity of a function f whose range is topologised by 7: 

’guarantees c-continuity of the function P(f). Thus, for example, theorem 6 

tells us that if A is a subset of the Hausdorff space (X, 7:) then c(7: !A)Cc(7:) !A: 

in this case the process P is restriction of a topology to A. vVe are able to 

odeduce that if f : Y-• X is a c-continuous function where X is Hausdorff and 
AζX is such that f(Y)CA , then the function f : Y-• A is c-continuous, which 

is a generalisation of theorem 2. 13 of [3]. 

3. The behaviour of the cocompactness operator under restrictions 

Example 2. 12 of [3] shows that in general we cannot restrict the range of a 

,c-continuous function and still have a c-continuous function. In terms of the 

cocornpactness operator, this example tells us that in general it is false that 

,c(7: !A)Cc(7: )!A when A is a subset of X. The reverSe inclusion is also false in 

'general, even if 7: is a Hausdorff topology. 

EXAMPLE 4. Let X = [0. 1] , A = (0, 1) with 7: the usual topology on X. Then 

1(1/2, 1)ε7: =C(7:) by corollary 3, so that (1/2, 1)εC(7:) !A. However A (1/2, 1) 

= (0, 1/2] is not compact in 7:! A , so (112, 1)양 c(7: !A). 

Thus, in general. there is no connection between the compact topology C( 7:! A) 

.and the topology c(7:) !A. However, under certain conditions there is a connection. 

• 
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THEOREM 5. Let A be a closed subset 01 the toPo!ogica! space CX, -r). Then 

<cC'l' / A) =c('l') / A. 

PROOF. Suppose 0εc( 'l' I A). Then 0ε'l' / A and A - 0 is com pact in 'l' / A , hence 

in 'l'. Since 0ε'l' I A , 3Pε'l' with pnA=O. Since A is closed under 'l', X-Aε'l' so 

,PU(X -A)ε'l'. But X- [PU(X-A)] =A-P=A-O, 

‘which is compact in 'l', so that PUCX -A)εc('l'). Since [PUCX -A)] nA=O, 

、we have that 0εc('l') /A , SO c('l' /A)Cc('l') /A. 

Conversely suppose 0εc('l') / A. Then 3PεcC'l') with o=pnA. 

Since PεcC'l')， X-P is compact under 'l', so that A-O=A~P， being a closed 

‘ subset of the compact set X - p , is compact in 'l', hence in 'l' / A. Further 0ε'l' / A, 

‘ so 0εc('l' IA) ， and so c('l') /ACc('l' /A). 

Theorem 2. 14 of [3] is an immediate consequence of theorem 5. 

THEOREM 6. Let A be any sμbset 01 X and !et 'l' be a Hausdorll topology on 

.x. Then c('l' IA) CcC'l') /A. 

PROOF. Suppose 0εc('l' IA). Then OE'l' /A and A-O is compact in 'l' /A , hence 

dn 'l', so is closed in 'l'. Thus X - (A -0)ε-r， so X - CA -0)εcC'l'). But 

[X-(A-O)]nA=O. ThusOεc('l') /A. 
/ 

Theorem 2. 13 of [3] is an immediate consequence of theorem 6. 

'Theorem5 of [2] is a consequence of theorem 6, theorem 1 and corollary 3. 

4. Cocompactness and products 

Let {'l'a} be a family of topologies and D'l'a denote their product. Then DcC'l') 

rζc(D'l'a)' for let DOa be a subbasic open set of DC('l'a)' i. e. 0α=Xa， where Xα is 

'the underIying set, unless α =β， and 0 ßE'l'ß has compact complernent. Then 

DOaεD'l'a and DXa-nOa=n(Xa - Oa) is compact, being the product of com

’pacta. Hence D 0 aεc(D'l'a)' and so DC('l'a)Cc(D 'l'a)' 

In general the reverse inclusion is false, cf example 2.2 of [3J. However we 

'do have the following extension of theorem 2. 1 of [3]. 

THEOREM 7. Let {'l'a} be a collection 01 locally compact Hausdorll topologies. 

"Then c(D 'l'a) = DC('l'a)' 

PROOF. By the above comments we need to show that c(n 'l'a)ζDc( 'l'α). Sup-
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pose xεoεccnra). It suffices to find U aε"a so that Uα= X a for all but finitely 

many indices α， X a -U a is compact for all α and xEnU aCO. 

Now 3α1--- ， αM and O~ ε .. ~ so that 
ι ” “’ "'1 

n _1 

xε 낀 πa‘ (Oa)CO, 

where πβ : nxa-→Xβ denotes the projection. 

For each yεX -0, choose sets Ky and Ly as follows: for some t', y종π￡1(Oai) ， 
so Yai =F Xa,' Since X a

‘ 
is locally compact and Hausdorff, Ya, has a closed‘ 

cömpact neighbourhood K y in Xαt for which 

Then Ly is a neighbourhood of Y and x종Ly' 

xai$.Ky' Let Ly=π강CKy)' 

Now {IntLy JyεX - O} is an open cover of the 

= 1, "', l} be a cover of X• O. 

compact set X -0. Let {LYt!z‘ 

For each α， let K a = U {K Yi J K yi CXa}. This is a finite union of closed com

pacta, so for each α， Ka is a closed compact set. Furthermore, Ka=rþ for aU 

but finitely many indices α. Let Uα=Xa-Ka. Then UaεcC"a) and Ua =FXafor 

only finitely many indices α. Further, xaEU a' Thus XεnUaεO. 

5. Cocornpactness and quotients 

Let .. be a topology and - an equivalence relation on a set X. We consider in 

this section the relationship bet￦een cC .. /-) and cC .. )/-. 

THEOREM 8. Let .. be a topology and - an equz'valence relaUon on the same 

set. Then cC .. )/-C cC .. /-). 

PROOF. Suppose the set is X. Let π :X-• X/- denote the canonical projec

tion, i. e. πCX) is the equivalence class of X under -. Recall that the topology 

.. /- is defined on X/- by ACX/- is C .. /-)-open if and only if π-\A)ε ... We 

have the following: 

AEcC .. )/-

ζ늑〉 π-lCA)ECC .. ) 
수~ n-1CA)ε .. and X-π-lCA) is .. -compact. 

승=> AE .. /- and CX/-)-A is C .. /-)-compact. 

Compactness of CX / -) - A follows from compactness of X-π-lCA) and the. 

equation CX/-)-A=πCX-π-1(A)). Thus AεcC .. /-), so cC .. )/-C cC .. /-). 
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The reverSe ínclu~ioÌl， which is what is neededfClr the metatheorem discussecr. 
in2, is false ingeneral.. To obtainthe. reγerse . inclúsion, we need to be 

able to reverSe the last Ímplication in the proof oftheorem 8, i. e.show 

that if (X/-)-A is comþact then so is π-1((X/~)-A)=X-π-l(A). If π were 

a proper map then we would be able to deduce this. However, even if π were 

at .most two-to-one, we still cannot deduce that π is proper as the . following 
example shows. 

‘ EXAMPLE 9. Let X=(-.l" 1), -r the usual topologyand let - be theeqUiv
alence relation generated by t-t+1 fortE(-l ,O). Then (X/- , -r/-)isjust the 

c;ircle, so iscompact. However X itself is notcompact, so the canonical projec

tion is not proper. 

This example also shows that, in general, c(-r);'- •. and c(-r/-) are not equal. 

As already noted, -r/-, and hence c(-r/-), is just the usual topology on the 

circle. However, every non-empty c(-r)-open set must contain {tE( -1, 1) Iltl>r} 

for 'some rε(0; 1). Thusèvety non-empty (i:(-r);'--.)-open set must .. coritain a 

deleted neighbourhood of OEX/- in the usual topology. Thus in this case c(-r;'-.-) 

rt. c(-r)/-. 

6. Connections with sequences 

Let 7: be a topology on a set X , let (Xn) be a sequence in X and xεX. Say 

that (xη) converges to x z'n -r and. write x~ T ,x if γ-r-heighbourhood N of x , 

3 a natural number n^ so that whenever n르n"， . x. εN" 0 ‘ ','" .L.L'-'.L.L ...... Y v .... ,,,..-- '''0 

THEOREM 10. Let -r be a topology. on X 쩌 whlch compactá aγe closed aηd let 
(T) 

(xη) be a seqμence in X convergz'ng to x in 7:. If yεX ayzd x,t--• y then x=y. 

PROOF; Suppose yEX and x ;;zéy. Now {y} is compact, therefore closed in -r, 

so X - {y} is a -r'neighbourhood of x. Hence 3no so that γ%능no' xnεX - {y}. Let 

K= {x} U {xnln르no}. 

Then K is compact, hence closed, in -r. Thus X - Kεc(7:). But then X-K 

is a c(7:)-neighbourhood of y containing none of the tail of the sequence (xη). 

T~us (xn) cannot converge toy in c(-r). 

COROLLARY 11. If all compacta in a space are closed. then no seqμence con-

νerges to more than one poz'nt. 

PROOF. If x 二_x then x 딴2..x， so the result follows from theorem 10. 
t ’ 
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Theorem 2. 9. of [3J is another coroIlary of theorem 10 : in fact the space Y 
need not be Hausdorff; instead we require only that compacta be closed. If 't' 

denotes the topology on Y and (Xn) is a sequence in X converging to pεX. 

then c-continuity of 1 teIls us that IC-~.η) 쓰t")， I(P). If also I(xn) 二-y then by 

theorem 10, y =1'φ). 

The following example shows that the closedness of compacta under 't' does 
not in general imply uniqueness of Iimits of sequences in c(-.). 

EXAMPLE 12. Let X = R, -. = usuaI topology. Then -. is Hausdorff so compacta 

are closed. The sequence (n) coverges to x in c(-.) VxER, for if xεR and 

xεoεc(-.) ， then in -., R-O is compact, hence bounded. Thus 3no so that Vn 
(r) 

능no' ηEO. Thus n ."J,x. 

7. Conelusions 

The above results suggest that many theorems involving c-continuous functions 

in which there are no restrÌCtions on the domain are reaIly theorems involving 

a change in the topology on the range space. Loosely speaking, we might say 

that the wrong topology has been imposed on the range. However. as indicated 

in the introduction, it might be desirable in a particular instance to impose this 
‘ wrong" topology. 

Similar remarks can also be made about several other versions of non-continuous 

functions, for example, c*-continuous functions studied in [3J and [4J (cf 
theorem 3. 1 of [3J), and almost-continuous fUDctions studied in [5J. 

• 
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